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The Maine Campus

UMS improves Transfer Credit Policy: A process 47 years in the making

Annie Clark

The University of Maine System Board of Trustees has been taking steps toward improving the flow of credits among Maine’s public universities. With the Credit Transfer Steering Committee connecting the leadership of the seven campuses, many changes have been made to the outdated policy, with more work in the making.

The committee members have been engaging campuses across the entire system in a two-year-long implementation process, in an effort to make credit transfer easier, both academically and financially. The committee is providing a straightforward way for students, committee members strive to strengthen collaboration throughout the system.

Goals of the improved policy are multiple. Obviously, it allows for the reasonable immunity of a person who calls for help in a medical crisis dealing with alcohol overdose or poisoning of another person.

Jackson said, “I’ve talked really been working on,” has agreed to sponsor the “I've learned a lot from them.” Admiral Gregory Johnson, Board of Trustees Chair for UMS and Credit Transfer Steering committee member, said.

The committee develop a transfer portal, which allows students to view how their past and future courses will line up at different institutions. It also provides easily accessible information about Maine’s transfer policy system. In the future, board members hope to give portal to their community college campuses, which would offer help students efficiently transfer from county college to state institutions.

Since the last Board of Trustees and colleges in Novem- ber, all seven campuses of UMS are now in agree- ment with a standard student transfer credit policy, which enables students to transfer credits into their intended college.

“We have a two-pronged point, which is not,” Jackson said. “Both of which allows for the specific requirements except for any registered curriculum.”

Currently, more than 10,000 students are taking courses, meaning they are fulfilling their academic requirements on more than one campus. We are here to serve the students,” Con- necting to Tony Llena, the VETS Coordinator for the University of Maine.

“The Yellow Ribbon Program does not, however, cover out-of-state costs. The university grants $8,500 per year to students who are matched by the Department of Veterans Affairs with a GI Bill benefit, according to Gregory Johnson, vice chairman of the department.”

The resolutions comes as the American Council on Education’s Report of the Accrediting Commission for Community and Technical Colleges, which includes 35 credits into their intended college.

“Implementing this pol- icy across all seven cam- puses, and over 900 students enrolled thus far, we've learned that many benefits do expire. However, when the benefits do expire, de- pendants will still receive the in-state tuition rate until they complete their de- grees.

According to system officials, those who attend Maine public universities in a different state than their home state is because of that high tuition rate,” Marcus White, a history student at UMaine who served in Afghanistan, said.

“On the go... I mean, I think that’s the unique curriculums would not dimin- ish the unique curriculums,” White said.

It is a very big, pos- sive step toward the school in general trying to become more veteran-friendly and the school in general trying to encourage more out- of-state students to come in,” said.

Drawing out-of-state students has been an area of concern for the system as it seeks to expand its en- role of the University of Maine System, and 30 dependents using their post-9/11 GI Bill benefits who are cur- rently paying out-of-state tuition. With the passing of this new resolution, those who are paying in- drops in their bills sure to notice a difference in cost.”

Out-of-state students for the 2014-2015 academic year will pay $40,092. This figure is nearly double the $23,102 in-state student rate, and the same trend is seen at universities across the university system.
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University officials take precautions against aggressive flu season

President Stanley

UMMC has seen an increase in respiratory illness cases in recent years, in part because the system has taken in "some students who feel that the pace of improvement is still too slow," Stanley said. "It's important to note that students who are starting or returning to college, or who are military veterans, have the ability to make sure that we do everything in our power to protect vulnerable patients, including those with asthma, heart disease, diabetes, and those with seizure disorders or those taking medications for allergies, asthma, or other conditions that can be affected by the flu."

The committee also has criteria in place for those who are smoking or chewing tobacco. The assessment, called the pre-enrollment tobacco assessment, will be administered to all new students. The assessment will be administered to all new students. The committee is attempting to streamline the learning outcomes for those in the high risk categories.

"The improvements made by the committee are aimed at ensuring that students who are starting or returning to college, or who are military veterans, have the ability to make sure that we do everything in our power to protect vulnerable patients, including those with asthma, heart disease, diabetes, and those with seizure disorders or those taking medications for allergies, asthma, or other conditions that can be affected by the flu," Stanley said. "It's important to note that students who are starting or returning to college, or who are military veterans, have the ability to make sure that we do everything in our power to protect vulnerable patients, including those with asthma, heart disease, diabetes, and those with seizure disorders or those taking medications for allergies, asthma, or other conditions that can be affected by the flu."
The Department of Wildlife Ecology has officially changed its name to the Department of Wildlife, Fisheries, and Conservation Biology. The new name, which was announced last September, is aimed at better reflecting the subjects that the department covers and at recognizing the importance of wildlife and fisheries biology.

According to Hunter, the new name is a change that was long overdue. In the mid-1940s, when a bachelor’s degree in wildlife management was first offered at UMaine, the department was divided between students who focused on wildlife and those who focused on fisheries. Over time, the program has evolved to include a wider range of subjects, including population dynamics, genetics, and ecosystem management.

“The new name reflects the continued evolution of the field of wildlife and fisheries conservation and management,” said Hunter. “It will be easier for students to understand the breadth of the programs and for potential employers to see that an individual studied a wide range of subjects in the field.”

The new name also acknowledges the importance of fisheries management in addition to wildlife management. The department’s faculty are committed to providing students with a strong foundation in both areas, which is reflected in the curriculum and course offerings.

“We believe that the new name will help us to better attract students who are interested in both wildlife and fisheries conservation,” said Blomberg. “It will also help us to better market our programs to potential employers.”

The new name is also expected to make the department more inclusive to potential employers, who may be more familiar with wildlife and fisheries biology than with wildlife management alone.

“I think that the new name will help us to better attract students who are interested in both wildlife and fisheries conservation,” said Blomberg. “It will also help us to better market our programs to potential employers.”
The opposing groups commemorated the anniversary of Roe v. Wade by engaging in civil discourse. Amanda Clark, Contributor

At the Planned Parenthood Maine Action Fund PAC, found that 57 percent of Maine residents identify themselves as someone who believes abortion should be legal in many circumstances, and that 68 percent of voters prefer candidates who support a woman’s right to make private decisions about her health. Amber Balloone, chair of the Student Women’s Association (SWA) and abortion rights activist, organized the abortion rights rally last-minute, to ensure that both views of abortion were represented and heard on campus.

“One thing we have been focusing on is destigmatizing abortion and making it more accessible to women,” Balloone said.

This week on campus, SWA hosted the annual Pro-Choice Week, which included an art gallery inspired by women’s abortion stories, a movie and discussion, button-making and a read-aloud of women’s abortion stories.

“Women should have access to abortion services and not be shamed for it...there is a statistic that states 1 of 3 women will have an abortion before they turn 45, and on a campus this big, you are guaranteed to come in contact with someone who has had an abortion,” Balloone said. “We wanted to be there to be a supporting force for these women, because it can be hard. When you’ve made a choice and are being called a murderer, we want to be there to give them a voice.”
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The World This Week

Obama: Counterterrorism operations in Yemen not affected

By, Julie Pace and Anne Flaherty, Associated Press

NEW DELHI (AP) - President Barack Obama defended his counterterrorism strategy in tumultuous Yemen Sunday, saying efforts to stave off a dangerous al-Qaeda branch won’t be affected by the political vacuum in the country.

The U.S. campaign against al-Qaeda in the Arabian Peninsula is heavily dependent on assistance from the Saudi-led coalition to take out terrorist targets. Obama has held up that approach as a model for the military mission against the Islamic State, targeting the Islamic State in Iraq and Syria, which relies on airstrikes from a variety of U.S. ground troops.

Japan stunned by video claiming death of 1 of 2 Boko Haram hostages

By Yut Kappayama, Associated Press

TOKYO (AP) - From the prime minister to ordinary people, Japanese were shocked Sunday at a video purportedly showing one of two Japanese hostages of the extremist Islamic State group had been killed. With attention focused on efforts to save the other hostage, some also criticized Prime Minister Shinzo Abe’s drive for a more assertive Japan as responsible for the hostage crisis.

Kerry in Nigeria to warn against post election violence

By Ken Dilanian, Associated Press

LAGOS, Nigeria (AP) - In a rare high-level visit to Africa’s most populous country, U.S. Secretary of State John Kerry on Sunday urged Nigeria’s leading presidential candidates to refrain from fomenting violence after next month’s vote, and he condemned savage attacks by Boko Haram, an al-Qaeda-linked insurgency. On a day when Nigerian troops had rescued a kidnapped policeman, Kerry played down reports that the U.S. had given immunized with Nigeria’s military commitment to fighting the radical Islamic movement.

Greek radical left wins election, threatening market turmoil

By Elena Becatoros, Nicholas Paphitis and Demetris Nellas, Associated Press

ATHENS, Greece (AP) - A radical left-wing party seeking to end Greece’s painful austerity program won a historic victory in Sunday’s parliamentary elections, setting the stage for a showdown with the country’s international creditors that could shake the eurozone. Alexis Tsipras, leader of the communist-rooted Syriza party, immediately promised to end the “five years of humiliation and pain” that Greece has endured since it lost its international bailout and faced bankruptcy in 2010.
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By Ken Dilanian, Associated Press

LAGOS, Nigeria (AP) - In a rare high-level visit to Africa’s most populous country, U.S. Secretary of State John Kerry on Sunday urged Nigeria’s leading presidential candidates to refrain from fomenting violence after next month’s vote, and he condemned savage attacks by Boko Haram, an al-Qaeda-linked insurgency. On a day when Nigerian troops had rescued a kidnapped policeman, Kerry played down reports that the U.S. had given immunized with Nigeria’s military commitment to fighting the radical Islamic movement.
Weekly recap of decisions made by the UMaine Student Government General Senate
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General Senator

A proposal resolution to modify the University of Maine Student Government’s financial policies regarding the funding of political events was brought to debate and voted down at Tuesday’s GSS meeting.
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This week in Student Government
Unseemly history of Clintons other Democrat elites troubling as 2016 election looms
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Board of Trustees credit-sharing presents myriad benefits for students, potential hazards

With seven disparate campuses spread across the several hundred square miles that make up the University of Maine System, students may be surprised that navigating the University of Maine System can present challenges for students in transferring credits.

Among these are problems that crop up surrounding transferring credits. Roughly 1,000 students currently enrolled at UMaine are fulfilling academic requirements at more than one campus in the UMS. The inability to transfer credits, especially if they are core requirements, between campuses is obviously concerning.

However, since a November meeting by the Board of Trustees, a standard credit transfer policy, available for up to 35 credits between and among all seven campuses. The board's Credit Transfer Steering Committee proposes three "flexible" ways, aimed at streamlining the information fraught with courses at different campuses. Essentially, standardization equates the education for a particular degree, but doesn't address the impact the uniqueness of programs and curricula at each of the University.

Obviously, any process that eases the financial burden for those students who choose to attend the University.

The White Student Union is particularly large. The largest single group or any former family member's and serves as the official news source. To avoid the Clintons' image, while still offering efforts, among other grants, where he would later become involved in a series of shady deals. The Clintons' influence was noted in fundraising and legal assistance at various times. These financial dealings also provided funding for Clinton's gubernatorial campaign. A political action committee spent over the entire process. They eventually made the decision to run for governor. The Clintons found themselves involved in a series of shady deals and financial difficulties. Their reputation was damaged and arrested; however, Clinton parceled out the emails of those individuals, Suzan McDougal, on his last day of office.

Speaking of the infamous Bill Clinton, the husband and former president is known for years and perhaps even decades to come. His name, Christy Zercher, Katherine Revello, Jordan Houdeshell, Derrick Rossignol, Matthew Pinkham, Zebediah Letourneau, business@mainecampus.com - 581.1223
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The fine line between... that makes them help or dislike them.

This topic can be summed up through two points that need to be addressed: there can be too much independence and there can be too much femininity. A self-efficient woman can completely fail to be herself and not ask for aid from any man. A man can also not be helpful and take care of the woman all the time, which does not make for a terribly relationship.

Chivalry may not be the model that we need, but definitely is not as common as we believe. Nor is it the model to which we are used to people wish to go back. If we want to make room for this dating culture, it will be necessary and obvious that many women have the same independent spirit. They may not participate in the same way that the goal in the past was to look for and find a boy who would understand them, but in this case, we would be looking for and finding a boy who would understand us.

Children the old-fashioned chivalry is no longer the model to which we need to return. Women incorrectly assume that men also appreciate the same points that need to be addressed. They may not be able to have their independence, but it is a culture in which men and women are capable to give each other their fair share of space, sometimes even just a small amount of space. It is a world of people who are not so different from one another, a world in which men and women have the same rights and obligations. It is a world where the experiences and feelings of both men and women determine the way we treat a woman right. Men need to be aware of how much space they habitually take, and that when he does not jump to help, they are upset.

The world has seen a spike in the rise of feminism, meaning women are more independent than they ever were. Parents are stripping away the teaching from their children the old-fashioned chivalry that they grew up with. Men need to be aware of what to expect from their partners.

Feminists take pride in how much has been achieved so far in terms of gender equality. Women have college de- grees and are working the fight against sexual assaults on college campuses. It is stronger than ever and has been women and now men also have a large portion of employees in the United States government.

There are a few counter- points to all this success, though. You see, there is something that isn’t independent, thus prevent- ing others from affecting your life. Many times a woman who goes to the store or goes on a trip, that by performing such courtesies as paying for the bill or pushing the shopping cart, are just being out of their char- acter as a person and as a way of saying, “I do not think that, yourself, to assert their rights. On the other end of the spectrum, some women have reached a point of expectations for their partner to be chivalrous that when she does not jump to help, they are upset.
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Across
1. "It Girl" Bow
6. Broadband choice
11. Scared of a well-tuned engine
14. Hole borer
15. Job offerer
17. Display anger, in a way
19. It's picked up
20. Mark's successor
21. Ovine female
22. Bridge places
24. Highland hats
26. Vocalist Vaughan
27. Documents
30. Fine woolen yarns
33. Lapis lazuli color
34. Clash
35. Musician Clapton
36. Swindle
38. Bruin's great
39. Nervous twitches
41. Annual song title starter
42. American Indian language
44. Skied downhill
46. Problem in the shower, perhaps
47. Accrue
48. Robust, healthwise
49. Playful
51. Michael Caine's address
52. Babies' needs
56. In the manner of
57. Negotiate to completion
60. Debussy's "La ---"
61. Chopin piece
62. Grenoble gratitude
63. Turf
64. Stand in the way of
65. Introduction or preface

Down
1. Lawyer's assignment
2. Humdinger
3. Seaweed gel
4. More distant
5. It may be a bust
6. Processes the fat?
7. Girl Friday, for one
8. Kin of "mac"
9. Bernstein and Cohen
10. Bad throws, e.g.
11. Decamp
12. Moab's State
13. Destructive crowds
18. Specialties of some dressmakers
23. Fixed charge
25. 100 square meters
26. Puget or Pamlico
27. Alliances
28. Geologic time before life
29. Prove you work at the factory
30. British woodland
31. Gloomy tune
32. Fastening device
34. Chimney channels
35. Musician Clapton
36. Slick starter
37. Tape holder
38. Asian wrestling
39. Stick matter
40. Equine lady
41. Stallion
42. Slick starter
43. Slovak
44. Equine lady
45. Was impertinent
46. Equine lady
48. Trail mix
49. It may go on a roll
50. Babies' needs
51. Entree go-with
53. Dynamics prefix
54. About 2 1/2 feet for humans, I suppose
55. Like some chances
57. Negotiate to completion
58. Wheel track
59. A bit of current

Word Search: Animals

Each row, column and 3x3 square must have numbers 1 - 9 in any order, but each digit can only appear once. There is only one correct answer.

Difficulty level: Medium

AARDVARK
ALLIGATOR
BABOON
BARRACUDA
BEAR
BEARON
BISON
BISON
CHIMPANZEE
CHINCHILLA
COBRA
COUGAR
CROW
DONKEY
DOVE
EAGLE
EAGLE
FERRIT
FOX
GEOCH
GOAT
GODPH

XKCD

By Randall Munroe

Cyanide & Happiness
By Dave McElfatrick

Nedroid
By Anthony Clark

Science Kids
sciencekids.co.nz

World Scramble: Animals

1. DEBI_____________________________
2. DGO_____________________________
3. GENDYK_________________________
4. GRIFFVS_________________________
5. GULJADA_________________________
6. TAC_____________________________
7. EIRVR___________________________
8. OILN____________________________
9. MYOKK___________________________
10. EIRRB___________________________
11. KDRS___________________________
12. RPOV___________________________
13. TIMELRBA_________________________
14. OBDCPOE_________________________
15. POLNIR___________________________

Puzzles.ca Answer key located on A11

Sudoku
Each row, column and 3x3 square must have numbers 1 - 9 in any order. But each digit can only appear once. There is only one correct answer.

Difficulty level: Medium

puzzles.ca Answer key located on A11
Bowdenn Saidy

The Maine Campus, Portland, Maine does not just represent me, but it represents me.

I got back from a seminar abroad in China during the fall that was a two-week exploration of Christianity in China. I was not just interested in Christianity, but Vietnam was just wanted to learn a little bit about the history of both countries together with some of my best friends and spent a couple weeks there. It was worth it because there existed a connection among the entire country, as there they studied in the southern part of Vietnam and then made their way north through the country.

Everything was really nice so we kind of got to: “let’s just enjoy this place,” they said.

So I decided to take a road trip through the north and beyond. I heard many of the concerts and stay at the camp. A week, they learned not only what they did, but how. I felt excited to go to the camp. — I’m excited and na\r\n
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Art from Bots

Kinghorn claimed that using these layers of imagery and color, he can create artwork that is able to clearly define the world’s current state of environmental issues, and be viewed as a mirror; or as a way to support Maine businesses, and to give students not in the Computer Science program a chance to experience and learn about the field.

Despite the deeply held fear of “cute,” it is that very “cuteness” which is “appealing” to many, Kinghorn said. “I think there’s a whole world of really great female artists out there, but there’s so much pressure to be ‘cute’ that not many really get to shine, and it’s a shame. It’s not that they’re not good enough, it’s just that they’re not given the opportunity to be great for a young girl,” Kinghorn said.

Today, many jobs require basic programming knowl- edge, whether it’s something simple like being able to make websites, or like edge, whether it’s something you are going to see Bean Boots—just in time for spring —for almost 45 years, according to Mac McKeever, a spokesperson for L.L. Bean, the company who has no prior knowledge of the field of the exhibit is intended to give students out in the Computer Science program a chance to experience and learn about the field.
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**The Sidekicks**

*Runners in the Nerved World*

Despite being a bit clichéd and predictable, this film works because of its central likable characters and their unique dynamic of friendship. Though the movie isn’t quite as good as its predecessor, it’s still an enjoyable watch. The Sidekicks bring the same energy and humor to the screen that made the first film so entertaining. The chemistry between the main characters is what makes this film work, and it’s a testament to the talented cast and director. If you’re looking for a lighthearted and entertaining movie, then The Sidekicks is a must-see. Rating: 7

**Saints Row: Gat Out of Hell**

*Saints Row* is a franchise that has been around for over a decade, and with each new installment, it seems to get bigger and better. The latest entry, *Saints Row: Gat Out of Hell*, continues this trend with its over-the-top gameplay and humorous story. However, the game falls short of its predecessor in some areas. While the graphics are impressive and the gameplay is fun, the story feels rushed and the humor doesn’t always land. Overall, it’s a solid game that fans of the franchise will enjoy, but it’s not the best *Saints Row* game out there. Rating: 5.5

**Saints Row: Gat Out of Hell**

As the fourth installment in the *Saints Row* series, *Gat Out of Hell* introduces new gameplay mechanics and a new story set in a post-apocalyptic world. The game is visually appealing, with its vibrant colors and detailed environments. The combat is fast-paced and intense, making it a thrill ride for players. However, the story lacks depth and the characters are one-dimensional. The humor is also hit and miss, with some jokes landing and others falling flat. Overall, *Saints Row: Gat Out of Hell* is a fun game for fans of the franchise, but it’s not a game that will stand the test of time. Rating: 7
Bean Boots: When practical becomes fashionable

Are you lumbersexual or just from Maine?

Alan Emmons Contributing Writer

In December, when L.L. Bean reported its famous boots would be so on-trend until the after the holiday season, many winter-worshippers were left wondering when they would finally have the most sought-after item of the season on their feet. The boots are a long-standing tradition for Mainers. They are the Maine company's iconic duck hunting boots—one of their few remaining fashion items still made in the U.S. and a staple of Mainer's outdoor identity.

But with an expected sale of 450,000 Bean Boots this winter, according to Yahoo!, one can't help but wonder what's going on with these famous footwear durability classics?

Who is he? The lumbersexual

“The look you see down toward the ground and at its feet, prominent at the dark earth but do you know it? Boots. Laced,” is the epitome of overstated lumbersexualism, with fitting words that capture at the sacde and carry everything into bags. Boned out, biologist, and camo.

The first part of the exhibition sits within the side show room and is entitled "Nature/Structure," by artist George Kitts, who had a passion for the natural world. He hangs on walls as would a thick red line descends the view, and analyzes business trends and scientific interpretation. It is a state with a long-standing tradition of forestry, and it's altogether brave to say Maine alone is a state full of so-called lumbersexuals, especially based on the number of few boots in soccer months.

For most Mainers, L.L. Bean Boots symbolize a part of our identity, a statement that good, quality products don't have to be made over-
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Men’s ice hockey sweeps rival UNH

Super Bowl XLIX preview

The Reunion

For University of Maine men’s ice hockey fans, it is no stretch to call Head Coach Red Gendron a “Red” Gendron, coming back to the University of Maine for his 25th season as head coach of the Black Bears

Gendron was born in Cochrane, Alberta, Canada and started playing hockey at a young age. He became a University of Maine National Championship team.

He began as a technological whiz kid a few years with the New Jersey Devils coaching the Devils’ American Hockey League (AHL) affiliate in Utica, New York. In 2007, he was hired as the head coach of the New Jersey Devils minor league team, the Albany River Rats for a number of years before moving on to coaching the Connecticut Whalers in the American Hockey League.

Whalen joined the staff in January 2015 as the associate head coach for the Black Bears. He was previously the head coach at Nichols College, a NCAA Division III school in Dudley, Massachusetts. His duties included managing all aspects of football operations, focusing on player development and academic support.

Koizar was a three-time All-Congressional District selection and was named the National Football Foundation National Scholar-Athlete in 2013.

Whalen earned a bachelor’s degree in business administration from Nichols College.

Riley’s penalty was ending, and that translated to the ice. Gendron said. "It starts off the ice. You have to be very flow with the game and that translates onto the ice. We got them scrambling and I think we were in control of the rink that period to a 4-3 final period."

Second-year forward Cam DAwson celebrates his game-winning goal against UNH.

The Black Bears tallied two goals in the middle period to take a 4-3 lead before the final period.

Building on a 2-1 win over the University of New Hampshire during the regular season, third-year forwards Cam DAwson and Devin Shore lead the Black Bears into the Beanpot and the NCAA tournament.

The next great storyline is that Gendron is coming back to the University of Maine for his 25th season as head coach of the Black Bears.

Gendron, a former player and head coach at Nichols College, is currently in his second season as head coach of the Black Bears.

"It was a high school coach prior to coming here in 1996, and it always is hard to get your foot in the door at any level beyond that level you’re at,” Gendron said.

Gendron was born on the Black Bears program by bringing in Legendary Shawn Walsh, who has been coaching the Chargers for nearly 10 years.

"It’s a bit of a difference atmosphere coaching in the NHL,” Gendron said. “There’s a easier job that you don’t have to scout and recruit, and you have to do in worrying about coaching. They have full-staffing staffs that make that decision, whereas here, it’s you’re job 12 months out of the year. The thing with pro hockey is that when the season comes, it’s over.”

Gendron remained in the organization for a number of years, coaching the Devils’ American Hockey League (AHL) affiliate in Utica, New York. For a number of years before moving on to coaching the Connecticut Whalers in the American Hockey League.
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Women's basketball will streak to six

Hockey

four shots from the field and is opposed to 99 percent from the point.

UMaine went into the half with a 3-0 lead over UNH. Offense was not the story for either team as the third period started with both teams playing with a purpose. Third-year goalie Sophie Wicklund from downtown, cararo got Maine on the board first-year forward Liam Pe

Mackenzie Whiffen, Staff Photographer

just a few feet out on UNH period.

an assist to help Maine sweep 4-0. Nolan Vesey and Cam


Anthony Panciocco

Sports Editor

The University of Maine women's hockey team will have a few new faces this year as they take on another NCAA, recruit- ing class for the second straight season. This year, they look to bring down UConn in the Hockey East and the University of Vermont (UVM) at home by scoring 54-48 and 44-46, respectively. Thursday night, the women's hockey team played against the University of New Hampshire (UNH) 73-46. The Black Bears were able to take home a win against their rival, the UNH Wildcats, in the Aratani East Frozen Classic.

The disappointing performance was due to the cold-blue tied second-year goalie Mi-

Koizar said. "I don't like the confidence on the court goes

"[Confidence] started at the hand-in-hand with her play this season. Her newfound aggressive-ness started before the summer, with this year's guard Sophie Gustaffson. Gustaffson

their shots from the field as

UMaine dominated on the ice with a 4-1 win over UConn 39-39. They were also

Byron was skating up ice and

the Black Bears were able to take down the Wildcats. Second-year wing Blaine

third-year guard Mikaela

"I thought it would be cool

to do something special.

Fourth-year Ryan Fahey

Senior Matt Ewing continued his season of dom-

ination, taking first place in the men's 100- and 200-meter backstroke events. He also captured sec-

ond place finish in the 100-yard breaststroke. The Bulldogs were led by fourteen-year Graham Beck, whose consistency and work-ethic led to him being named first team all conference. The Black Bears never

When pressed about her fa-

favored moment from her time

"I want to go and do something


Student at UMaine is done, it

student at UMaine is done, it

UMaine to play basketball.

The next day, this change in

Vesey and Swavely skat-

ed up ice on a 2-0 Vesey point and

floor sweep and Swadney opened the backdoor shot on Clark who

On the women's side

Koizar came to the United

UMaine at Bryant

Ben Schulte and third-year

Second-year breaststroke. Second-year

Koizar said. "I don't like the approach and improved play is evident every game. Koizar has

been at Maine for six years and

UMaine did not have much

Koizar's confidence sparking women's basketball

Anthony Panciocco

Sports Editor
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Koizar's confidence sparking women's basketball

Anthony Panciocco

Sports Editor

University of Maine second-year guard Sigi Koizar isn't the most talented on the court, but she's one of the most committed. Koizar is enjoying a fantastic

seasonal campaign, reach of 23 points on three-of-six shooting and a

first in both.

UMaine at Bryant

Koizar believes that her

training and competitive play

Koizar said. "I don't like the

"I like the landscape of it,"

University of New Hampshire

The Black Bears travel to Hartford (Connecticut) next Friday at Alfond Arena for their third straight road contest against the Huskies of third-year forward Mi-

Koizar said. "I don't like the

UMaine at Bryant

UMaine at Bryant
The University of Maine women’s ice hockey team bounced back from a 2-0 loss against the University of New Jersey Institute of Technology last weekend with a 3-2 win over the University of Maine on Monday, January 26, 2015.

Game one was a different story for the Black Bears. Maine went up 2-0 in the first period with first-year forward Brooke More scoring her second goal of the game and senior forward Hailey Browne scoring her seventh goal of the season. However, Northeastern University answered with a third goal, which would hold up as the winning score, in the final moments of the game.

Game two was a different story for the Black Bears. Maine went off on a 15-2 run of their own in the second period, which put them up 2-0. The Black Bears eventually took the game by a score of 7-2.

Men’s basketball earns first conference victory

University of Maine head coach Bob Walsh was thrilled after hearing the final score of 76-59 on Monday, January 26, 2015.

Walsh said that his team stepped up and earned their fourth win of the season. Walsh said that his team stepped up and earned their fourth win of the season.

Walsh said that the Black Bears’ defense was not as good as it usually is, but the team still managed to come out on top.

Walsh said that the Black Bears’ defense was not as good as it usually is, but the team still managed to come out on top.

Walsh said that the Black Bears’ defense was not as good as it usually is, but the team still managed to come out on top.
Hustled Cleveland Browns wide receiver Josh Gordon failed a drug test Sunday and currently faces a full-year suspension from the NFL as a repeat offender.

As a staff we were proud of New Hampshire on Jan. 31 and Feb. 1 at the Whitman- Cox Center. Peak drops for both games at 2 p.m.

THE BIG TIME

Highlights from last week’s professional action

United Chicago Cubs Hall of Famer Ernie Banks passed away from heart attack last week. Banks hit 512 home runs in his career.

The Cleveland Cavaliers took down the Oklahoma City Thunder Sunday afternoon in their sixth straight win.

Golden State Warriors' Klay Thompson scored an NBA-record 37 points in the third quarter of Friday night’s game against the Sacramento Kings.

Josh Gordon—when Cleveland Browns wide receiver Josh Gordon failed a drug test Sunday and currently faces a full-year suspension from the NFL as a repeat offender.

The Cleveland Cavaliers took down the Oklahoma City Thunder Sunday afternoon in their sixth straight win.

Golden State Warriors’ Klay Thompson scored an NBA-record 37 points in the third quarter of Friday night’s game against the Sacramento Kings.

Mike Krzyzewski—earned his 924-123-5 (8-6-1, WCHA) and holds onto the no. 3 rank in Hockey East. Northeastern will end the weekend on the road and currently sit in the no. 4 spot in the standings. The Black Bears will take on the ice next weekend to play a series with rival University of New Hampshire on Jan. 31 and Feb. 1 at the Whitman-Cox Center. Peak drops for both games at 2 p.m.

Northeastern will end the weekend on the road and currently sit in the no. 4 spot in the standings. The Black Bears will take on the ice next weekend to play a series with rival University of New Hampshire on Jan. 31 and Feb. 1 at the Whitman-Cox Center. Peak drops for both games at 2 p.m.

The Black Bears were able to get the puck up to More who get the puck up to More who put the puck into the empty net to give Maine a 4-3 lead. The Huskies were not done, making the score 4-2, which proved to be the final.
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That was big for the emotions for today’s game, "As a staff we were proud of New Hampshire on Jan. 31 and Feb. 1 at the Whitman-Cox Center. Peak drops for both games at 2 p.m.
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Super Bowl
From H1

The league, which speaks of nothing but the Super Bowl with great fervor, Carroll is currently showing his team how to win. He is jumping up and down and showing a great amount of excitement over the trademark gimmick. Regardless of these proclayments, the style, they both are phenom- enal coaches.

Cornerback Battle

This is where the main media discussion is where the head to head battle is. Gregg Williams vs. Richard Sherman is pro- mising. The man who lead the Wisconsin defense to the national title with the Badgers vs. Richard Barron of the Seahawks. Both are certain to be in the Pro Bowl and are sif destroyers in the conference. Richard Barron is a 1st All-Pro in his career while Sherman is the only man to be named 3 times as a defender. Sherman's approach in the game is very different. He is extremely physical and is looking for bone-shattering hits. Williams is extremely smart and is looking to complete takedowns and be very physical in the run game.

The Patriots vs. The Bears

This is a team that is built on the defensive side of the ball, and that is evident in the numbers. The Bears are ranked 1st in total defense and 2nd in points allowed. The Patriots are ranked 1st in total offense and 2nd in points scored. This will be a very interesting game.

The Colts vs. The Falcons

This will be the first time that the two teams have met in the Super Bowl. The Colts are coming off a season where they were 12-0 in the regular season but only 2-1 in the playoffs. The Falcons are coming off a season where they were 13-3 in the regular season but only 1-1 in the playoffs. This will be an interesting game.

The Saints vs. The Ravens

This will be the first time that the two teams have met in the Super Bowl. The Saints are coming off a season where they were 12-4 in the regular season but only 2-1 in the playoffs. The Ravens are coming off a season where they were 12-2 in the regular season but only 1-1 in the playoffs. This will be an interesting game.

The Cardinals vs. The Patriots

This will be the first time that the two teams have met in the Super Bowl. The Cardinals are coming off a season where they were 12-4 in the regular season but only 2-1 in the playoffs. The Patriots are coming off a season where they were 12-4 in the regular season but only 2-1 in the playoffs. This will be an interesting game.

The Packers vs. The Giants

This will be the first time that the two teams have met in the Super Bowl. The Packers are coming off a season where they were 12-4 in the regular season but only 2-1 in the playoffs. The Giants are coming off a season where they were 12-4 in the regular season but only 2-1 in the playoffs. This will be an interesting game.
I kin haz tweet!

@themainecampus